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Full Moon Visualization – 9th June 2017
The visualization created by Franziska, Rome ,Italy is a beautiful journey
to visit Archangel Christiel in his Spiritual Retreat in Bethlehem.
Close your eyes and relax in your seat. Take a few deep breaths to still your mind
and to still your body..........
Visualise big strong golden roots that grow down from the soles of your feet …
down and down … through the soil and the layers of the Earth … until they reach
Hollow Earth. Here they wrap themselves around a vast sparkling, shimmering
white crystal….. The energy of the crystal travels up along your roots lighting them
up and expanding them as it moves up and up …. into your Earth Star … into your
feet …up your legs …and up into your heart. Visualise your pure white heart chakra
expanding really wide into your shoulders … then the energy moves up again …
through your higher chakras all the way to God.
God responds by sending down a column of powerful divine light that descends into
your body through the crown … moves down into your heart … here the two
energies become one and spread through your body and aura.
Invoke Archangel Michael to enfold you with his sparkling deep blue protective
cloak and call your Guardian Angel to your side. Ask your Guardian Angel to come
very close to you … he is going to accompany you on this journey.
Visualise a golden white shimmering chariot drawn by unicorns, appearing right in
front of you in your sacred space.
Together with your Guardian Angel climb into the chariot and make yourself
comfortable. Feel it lifting upwards, it is taking you high up into the evening sky.
You are moving through myriads of stars towards Bethlehem.

Above the town of Bethlehem you see a translucent Temple of Light in the etheric
body of the Earth. It is shimmering like mother of pearl under the light of the full
moon. The unicorn drawn chariot drops you off right in front of the temple doors.
The temple doors open and together with your Guardian Angel you enter into holy
and sacred space. You see the glorious Archangel Christiel sitting on a throne. He
radiates pure white shimmer light. He gets up to welcome you with his love and
light.
You are aware that Archangel Christiel’s temple is made of translucent light. As you
look up you can still see the stars and the moon and their light is shining into the
Temple lighting it up gloriously.
Archangel Christiel asks you to hold your hands like a chalice and he pours white
love into it using one of his fingers. As you look into the chalice formed by your
hands you see magnificent swirling energy and you are aware that the light of the
moon is being attracted into the chalice to mix with Christiel’s energy.
He asks to take your hands to your Causal Chakra and pour the light into it.
Visualise your Causal Chakra lighting up moon white.
Have a sense that a gate has opened for you, a portal that allows you to access 9th
dimensional Christ Consciousness at a level which is safe for you.
Archangel Christiel with his finger directs this light :
Into your etheric body lighting it up golden white, this allows you to radiate perfect
health…..
Into your mental body, allowing you to have thoughts that reflect the Christ……
Into your emotional body, allowing you to feel joy, love and peace!
Take a moment to thank Archangel Christiel …
In order to return you will have to step through the gate again, but you are going to
leave it open. Do so now … This is your portal and access to the Angelic Kingdom
and to the Christ Consciousness.
You are aware that your aura is now a magnetic force of love, light and joy and you
are going to share this now with humankind.
The light you are radiating is so strong, that it leaves traces wherever you go. Go
back to the entrance where you left your unicorn drawn chariot and get back in
together with your Guardian Angel.

You now have the opportunity to fly over the whole world and touch everyone and
everything with your light, leaving a trail of Christ Consciousness in everyone’s
heart and energy field. Do so now ….
When you have finished come back into the space where you started this
visualization. Take a few deep breath and ring your consciousness back into your
body … feel your feet firmly and on the ground, start moving … and open your eyes
with the awareness that you radiate the consciousness of the Christ.

Contributed by Franziska, Rome
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